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SYSTEM OF PRIORITIZED TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR STREAMING MEDIA
MOBILE APPS
ABSTRACT
A system and method for a mobile operating system that could provide an overwritable
temporary storage to pre-cache contents for streaming media apps is disclosed. Any available
free space in the mobile device’s disk is apportioned as overwritable temporary storage to each
app based on the amount of data read back by that app. Each application preloads the desired
content and stores a priority score for use of the memory. Each app also implements a failover to
internet streaming for content not cached. The system monitors the amount of data that is being
read from the temporary cache by each app to mediate storage allocation so as to generate the
most data savings. The system and method disclosed uses temporary storage to effectively
maximize cost savings on mobile data.
BACKGROUND
Mobile data is expensive. Media such as music, photo, TV episodes, etc. could be precached or streamed over a data connection. Pre-caching media could generate real savings for
users. However, individual apps in mobile phones don’t aggressively preload content for fear of
using up the phone’s battery and storage. If an app is perceived to use up battery or storage
space, it’s likely to be uninstalled. This is the way mobile operating systems currently allocate
and display resource usage. As a result, even the most frequently watched media content couldn’t
be pre-cached to the device by their respective apps. This causes waste of data that is costly to
users and burdensome to over-strained mobile data networks.
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DESCRIPTION
A system and method for a mobile operating system that could provide an overwritable
temporary storage to pre-cache content for streaming media apps is disclosed. Accordingly, any
available free space in the mobile device’s storage disk is provided as over writable temporary
storage by the system as shown in FIG. 1. Applications installed on the device are allowed to use
this storage space to pre-cache their content opportunistically while downloading, then to load it
again at a later instance over a mobile data connection. For example, an app may preload its most
highly recommended videos in any available space in the device of a user based on the user’s
personalization scores. An app might also opportunistically download the most frequently
listened-to songs. An episodic video app may preload the next [n] episodes of any series a user
has started to watch.
In this system, each individual app may use its own predictive algorithm to preload the
desired content while downloading. Applications could predict the likelihood that pre-cached
content would be watched and also include a priority score for each file that is being saved which
would be used to determine reallocation. Priority score for the preloaded content is allotted using
a priority scale that is pre-defined by the operating system. For example, if an app has 3 videos
preloaded, one that is predicted to have a likelihood of 70% of being watched by the user, and
the others two videos have a likelihood of 30% of being watched, then the app might allocate a
priority score of 100 to the video that has a likelihood of 70% and a priority score of 10 to the
other two videos that have a likelihood of 30%. The app could also adjust the likelihood or
change the priority of the videos based on further learning about the user’s preferences.
In case of conflicts when all free storage is used up, the operating system mediates in a
way to generate the most data savings. The operating system monitors the amount of data that’s
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being read from the temporary cache by each app at a later instance. This acts as a proxy for the
data savings achieved from the use of temporary storage. Temporary storage space could then be
apportioned proportionately based on the data that is read at a later instant. For example, if an
app reads 7Gb of data from its temporary cache over a month, while another reads 3Gb, then in
any case when these two apps attempt to fill more than the available disk space on the device,
they will not be allowed to exceed 70% and 30% of the total available temporary storage,
respectively.

FIG. 1: Method of temporary storage for streaming media mobile apps
The disclosed system provides each app with the tools and incentive to use the remaining
storage on the device as wisely as possible. The operating system uses the historical success of
each app on saving the user’s data to allocate the amount of temporary storage it could use
effectively to maximize cost savings for the user. Each app implements a priority score for the
preloaded content in a procedure by which a piece of pre-cached content if not used, is loaded
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over the network by the respective app. Each app implements a failover to internet streaming if
content requested is not part of the pre-cached storage.
The mobile operating system could also send a broadcast message to the apps whenever
the apps are allowed to pre-cache content. The operating system could also shut down the “precaching allowed” mode at its discretion, to end background downloading activity of any app. The
enablement of this feature could be managed at the system level by a user setting “allow apps to
pre cache content using available space”. Once activated, this setting may allow pre-caching at a
defined time, such as when the device is connected to both power and Wi-Fi, or has more than a
specified percentage of charge.
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